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1Isometric Transformation Invariant Graph-based
Deep Neural Network
Renata Khasanova and Pascal Frossard
Abstract—Learning transformation invariant representations of visual data is an important problem in computer vision. Deep
convolutional networks have demonstrated remarkable results for image and video classification tasks. However, they have achieved
only limited success in the classification of images that undergo geometric transformations. In this work we present a novel
Transformation Invariant Graph-based Network (TIGraNet), which learns graph-based features that are inherently invariant to isometric
transformations such as rotation and translation of input images. In particular, images are represented as signals on graphs, which
permits to replace classical convolution and pooling layers in deep networks with graph spectral convolution and dynamic graph
pooling layers that together contribute to invariance to isometric transformation. Our experiments show high performance on rotated
and translated images from the test set compared to classical architectures that are very sensitive to transformations in the data. The
inherent invariance properties of our framework provide key advantages, such as increased resiliency to data variability and sustained
performance with limited training sets. Our code is available online.
Index Terms—Deep learning, computer vision, graph signal processing, invariant feature learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
D EEP convolutional networks (ConvNets) have achievedimpressive results for various computer vision tasks,
such as image classification [1] and segmentation [2]. How-
ever, they still suffer from the potentially high variability
of data in high-dimensional image spaces. In particular,
ConvNets that are trained to recognize an object from a
given perspective or camera viewpoint, will likely fail when
the viewpoint is changed or the image of the object is
simply rotated. In order to overcome this issue the most
natural step is to extend the training dataset with images
of the same objects but seen from different perspectives.
This however increases the complexity of data collection
and more importantly leads to the growth of the training
dataset when the variability of the data is high.
Instead of simply augmenting the training set, which
may not always be feasible, one can try to solve the
aforementioned problem by making the classification ar-
chitecture invariant to transformations of the input signal
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In that perspective, we propose
to represent input images as signals on the grid graph
instead of simple matrices of pixel intensities. The benefits
of this representation is that graph signals do not carry a
strict notion of orientation, while at the same time, signals
on a grid graph stay invariant to translation. We exploit
these properties to create features that are invariant to
isometric transformations and we design new graph-based
convolutional and pooling layers, which replace their coun-
terparts used in the classical deep learning settings. This
permits preserving the transformation equivariance of each
intermediate feature representation under both translation
and rotation of the input signals. Specifically, our convo-
lutional layer relies on filters that are polynomials of the
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Fig. 1. Illustrative transformation-invariant handwritten digit classification
task. Rotated test images, along with their classification label obtained
from ConvNets (Conv) [3], Spatial-Transformer Network (STN) [4], and
our method. (best seen in color)
graph Laplacian for effective signal representation without
computing eigendecompositions of the graph signals. We
further introduce a new statistical layer that is placed right
before the first fully-connected layer of the network prior to
the classification. This layer is specific to our graph signal
representation, and in turn permits combining the rotation
and translation invariance features along with the power
of fully-connected layers that are essential for solving the
classification task. We finally design a complete architec-
ture for a deep neural network called TIGraNet1, which
efficiently combines spectral convolutional, dynamic pool-
ing, statistical and fully-connected layers to process images
represented on grid graphs. We train our network in order
to learn isometric transformation invariant features. These
features are used in sample transformation-invariant image
classification tasks, where our solution outperforms the
state-of-the-art algorithms for handwritten digit recognition
and classification of objects seen from different viewpoints.
1. The code is available online: https://github.com/LTS4/TIGraNet
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22 RELATED WORK
Most of the recent architectures [1], [5] have been very
successful in processing natural images, but not necessar-
ily in properly handling geometric transformations in the
data. We describe below some of the recent attempts that
have been proposed to construct transformation-invariant
architectures. We further review quickly the recent works
that extend deep learning data represented on graphs or
networks.
2.1 Transformation-invariant deep learning
One intuitive way to make the classification architectures
more robust to isometric transformations is to augment the
training set with transformed data [6], which however, in-
creases both the training set and training time. Alternatively,
there have been works [7], [8], [9] that incorporate data aug-
mentation inside the deep learning framework and simul-
taneously process the original image and its transformed
versions. While effective, this class of methods does not
make the learned features truly transformation invariant, as
the network cannot generalize to the image transformations
that were not exposed to the network at training time.
A different direction was taken by [4], [10], [11], who
suggest to either learn the image transformation [4], [10]
or use the rotated filter banks [11] to learn a latent feature
representation for an image, independently of the transfor-
mation applied to it. The former methods, however, still
require a lot of data augmentation to achieve their full
potential, and the latter can be strictly invariant only to a
limited number of image transformations.
Another set of methods [12], [13], [14] suggest various
deep learning architectures that are either invariant to a
small subset of transformations [12], [14] or designed for
a specific problem, such as galaxy morphology predic-
tion [13]. However, similarly to the previous methods, these
approaches still need to be trained on a large dataset of
randomly rotated images in order to be transformation
invariant and achieve effective performance.
Contrary to the previous methods, we build on [15]
and propose to directly learn feature representations that
are invariant to isometric data transformations. With such
features, our architecture preserves all the advantages of
deep networks, but additionally provides invariance to
isometric geometric transformations. The methods in [16],
[17], [18] are the closest in spirit to ours. In order to be
invariant to local transformation, the works in [16], [17]
propose to replace the classical convolutional layers with
wavelets, which are stable to some deformations. The latter
achieves high performance on texture classification task,
however it does not improve the performance of supervised
ConvNets on natural images, due to the fact that the final
feature representations are too rigid and unable to adapt to
a specific task.
Further, [19], [20], [21] propose to use convolutional fil-
ters in Fourier domain to reduce complexity. The work [21]
introduces spectral pooling to truncate the representation
in the frequency domain and [20] introduces a rotation-
equivariant spherical cross-correlation layer that makes the
network learn rotation-equivariant features. This method,
however, is not transformation invariant and is tailored for
a specific set of tasks, where signals are defined on a sphere.
Finally, work [18] proposes a so called Harmonic Net-
work, which uses specifically designed complex valued
filters to make feature representations equivariant to rota-
tions. The work [22] then presents a 3D analog of [18] and
introduces 3D Steerable CNN that is equivariant to rigid
body motions. These method, however, still requires the
training dataset to contain examples of rotated images to
achieve its full potential. On the other hand, we propose
building features that are inherently invariant to isometric
transformations, which allows us to train more compact
networks and achieve state-of-the-art results.
We extend our earlier work [15], which introduces a
novel graph-based deep learning architecture that learns
isometric transformation invariant features. We theoreti-
cally show that the spectral convolutional filters defined
in [15] are equivariant to graph isometric transforma-
tions of the input signal. We further introduce the quasi-
equivariance property and show that the same filters are
quasi-equivariant to a broader class of general isometric
transformations. We finally support these theoretical results
with additional experiments.
2.2 Deep learning and graph signal processing
While there has been a lot of research efforts related to the
application of deep learning methods to traditional data
like 1-D speech signals or 2-D images, it is recently that
researchers have started to consider the analysis of network
or graph data with such architectures [23], [24], [25], [26].
The work in [27] has been among the pioneering efforts in
trying to bridge the gap between graph-based learning and
deep learning methods. The authors calculate the projection
of graph signals onto the space defined by the eigenvectors
of the Laplacian matrix of the input graph, which itself
describes the geometry of the data. It however requires
an expensive calculation of the graph eigendecomposition,
which can be a strong limitation for large graphs, as it
requires O(N3) operations with N being the number of
nodes in the graph. The authors in [28] later propose an
alternative to analyse network data, which is built on a
vertex domain feature representation and on fast spectral
convolutional filters.
Finally, the authors in work [29] propose a more gen-
eral framework for convolutional deep networks operating
in the non-Euclidean domains. However, these methods
directly integrate the learned graph-based features into a
fully-connected layer similarly to classical ConvNets, which
makes the resulting feature representation dependent on
the transformation of the input signal. Therefore in order
to achieve transformation invariance such methods require
all signal transformations to be exposed to the network
at training time, which makes the training process time-
consuming and inefficient.
Some recent works further apply deep networks to
particular graph data analysis tasks [30]. For example, the
authors in [31] generalize the ConvNets paradigm to the ex-
traction of feature descriptors for 3D shapes that are defined
on different graphs. The work in [25] further applies deep
architectures to train descriptors of chemical molecules,
3which can be used to predict properties of novel molecules.
In [32], the authors introduce deep networks to analyze
web-scale graphs using random walks, which can be used
for social network classification tasks. The above algorithms
are however specifically developed for a particular task,
therefore their generalization to other problems is often
difficult.
To the best of our knowledge, these approaches to deep
learning on graphs do not provide true transformation-
invariance in image classification. At the same time, the
methods that specifically target transformation invariance
in image datasets mostly rely on data augmentation, which
largely remains an art. We propose to bridge this gap and
present a novel method that uses the power of graph signal
processing to add translation and rotation invariance to the
image feature representation learned by deep networks.
3 GRAPH SIGNAL PROCESSING ELEMENTS
We now briefly review some elements of graph signal
processing that are important in the construction of our
novel framework. We represent an input image as a signal
y(vn) on the nodes {vn} of the grid graph G. In more
details, G = {V, E , A} is an undirected, weighted and
connected graph, where V is a set of N vertices (i.e., the
image pixels), E is a set of edges and A is a weighted
adjacency matrix. An edge e(vi, vj) that connects two nodes
vi and vj is associated with the weight w(vi, vj) = w(vj , vi),
which is usually chosen to capture the distance between
both vertices. The edge weight is set to zero for pairs of
nodes that are not connected, and all the edge weights
together build the adjacency matrix A. Every vertex vn of
G carries the luminance value of the corresponding image
pixel. Altogether, the valued vertices define a graph signal
y(vn) : V → R.
Similarly to regular 1-D or 2-D signals, the graph sig-
nals can be efficiently analysed via harmonic analysis and
processed in the spectral domain [33]. In that respect, we
first consider the normalized graph Laplacian operator of
the graph G, defined as
L =

1 , if i = j, d(vi) 6= 0 ,(
d(vi)d(vj)
)−1/2
, if i 6= j, vi ∼ vj ,
0 , otherwise ,
(1)
where vi ∼ vj denotes that node vi is adjacent to the node
vj , and d(vi) is the degree of the vertex vi, computed as
d(vi) =
N∑
j=0,j 6=i
w(vi, vj) . (2)
The Laplacian operator is a real symmetric and posi-
tive semidefinite matrix, which has a set of orthonor-
mal eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues. Let χ =
[χ0, χ1, . . . , χN−1] denote these eigenvectors and {0 = λ0 ≤
λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λN−1} denote the corresponding eigenvalues
with λN−1 = λmax = 2 for the normalized Laplacian L.
The eigenvectors form a Fourier basis and the eigenvalues
carry a notion of frequencies as in the classical Fourier
analysis. The Graph Fourier Transform yˆ(λi) at frequency
λi for signal y and respectively the inverse graph Fourier
transform for the vertex vn ∈ V are thus defined as:
yˆ(λi) =
N∑
n=1
y(vn)χ
∗
i (vn), (3)
and
y(vn) =
N−1∑
i=0
yˆ(λi)χi(vn). (4)
Equipped with the above notion of Graph Fourier Trans-
form, we can denote the generalized convolution of two
graph signals y1 and y2 with help of the graph Laplacian
eigenvectors as
(y1 ∗ y2)(vn) =
N−1∑
i=0
yˆ1(λi)yˆ2(λi)χi(vn). (5)
By comparing the previous relations, we can see that the
convolution in the vertex domain is equivalent to the mul-
tiplication in the graph spectral domain. Graph spectral
filtering can further be defined as
yˆf (λi) = yˆ(λi)hˆ(λi), (6)
where hˆ(λi) is the spectral representation of the graph filter
h(vn) and yˆf (λi) is the Graph Fourier Transform of the
filtered signal yf . In a matrix form, the graph filter can
be denoted by H ∈ RN×N : H = χHˆχT , where Hˆ is a
diagonal matrix constructed on the spectral representation
of the graph filter:
Hˆ = diag(hˆ(λ0), . . . , hˆ(λN−1)). (7)
The graph filtering process becomes yf = Hy, with the
vectors y and yf being the graph signal and its filtered
version in the vertex domain. Finally, we can define the
generalized translation operator Tvn for a graph signal y
as the convolution of y with a delta function δvn centered at
vertex vn [34]:
Tvny =
√
N(y ∗ δvn)
=
√
N
∑N−1
i=0 yˆ(λi)χ
∗
i (vn)χi.
(8)
More details about the above graph signal processing oper-
ators can be found in [33].
4 GRAPH-BASED CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK
We now present the overview of our new architecture,
which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The input to our system
can be characterized by a normalized Laplacian matrix
L computed on the grid graph G and the signal y0 =
(y0(v1), . . . , y0(vN )), where y0(vj) is the intensity of the
pixel j in the input image and N is the number of pixels
in the images. Our network eventually returns a class label
for each input signal.
In more details, our deep learning architecture consists
of an alternation of spectral convolution layers F l and
dynamic pooling layersP l. They are followed by a statistical
layer H and a sequence of fully-connected layers (FC) that
precedes a softmax operator (SM) that produces a categor-
ical distribution over labels to classify the input data. Both
the spectral convolution and the dynamic pooling layers
contain Kl operators denoted by F li and P li , i = 1, . . . ,Kl,
4Fig. 2. TIGraNet architecture. The network is composed of an alternation of spectral convolution layers F l and dynamic pooling layers Pl, followed
by a statistical layer H, multiple fully-connected layers (FC) and a softmax operator (SM). The input of the network is an image that is represented
as a signal y0 on the grid-graph with Laplacian matrix L. The output of the system is a label that corresponds to the most likely class for the input
sample.
respectively. Each convolutional layer F li is specifically
designed to compute transformation-invariant features on
grid graphs. The dynamic pooling layer follows the same
principles as the classical ConvNet’s max-pooling operation
but preserves the graph structure in the signal representa-
tion. Finally, the statistical layer H is a new layer designed
specifically to achieve invariance to isometric transforma-
tions on grid graphs. It does not have any correspondent
in the classical ConvNets architectures. We discuss more
thoroughly each of these layers in the remainder of this
section.
4.1 Spectral convolutional layer
Similarly to the convolutional layers in classical architec-
tures, the spectral convolutional layer l in our network
consists ofKl convolutional filtersF li , as illustrated in Fig. 3.
However, each filter i operates in the graph spectral domain.
In order to avoid computing the graph eigen-decomposition
that is required to perform filtering through Eq. (5), we
choose to design our graph filters as smooth polynomial
filters of order M [34], which can be written as
hˆ(λl) =
M∑
m=0
αmλ
m
l . (9)
Following the notation of Eq. (7), each filter operator in the
spectral convolutional layer l can be written as
F li =
M∑
m=0
αli,mLm, (10)
where Lm denotes the Laplacian matrix of power m. The
polynomial coefficients {αli,m} have to be learned during
the training of the network, for each spectral convolutional
layer l. Each column of this N ×N operator corresponds to
an instance of the graph filter centered at a different vertex
of the graph [34]. The support of each graph filter is directly
controlled by the degree M of the polynomial kernel, as
the filter takes values only on vertices that are less than M-
hop away from the filter center. Larger values of M require
more parameters but allow training more complex filters.
Therefore, M can be seen as a counterpart of the filter’s size
parameter in the classical ConvNets.
The filtering operation then simply consists in multiply-
ing the graph signal by the transpose of the operator defined
in Eq. (10), namely
y˜li,k =
[
F li |N l−1i
]T
ylk, (11)
where ylk and y˜
l
i,k are the graph signals at the input and
respectively the output of the lth spectral convolutional
Fig. 3. Spectral convolutional layer F l in TIGraNet. The outputs of the
previous layer l − 1 are fed to a set of filter operators F li . The outputs
of F li are then linearly combined to get the filter maps zli that are further
passed to the dynamic pooling layer.
layer (see Fig. 3). In particular, y(1)k = y0 is the input
image for the first level filter, while at the next levels of the
network ylk is rather one of the feature maps output by the
lower layers. We finally use the notation A|N li to represent
an operator that preserves the columns of the matrix A,
which have an index in the set N li , and set all the other
columns to zero. This operator permits computing the filter-
ing operations only on specific vertices of the graphs. It is
important to note that the spectral graph convolutional filter
permits equivariance to isometric transformations, which is
a key property for designing a classifier that is invariant to
rotation and translation.
Finally, the output of the lth spectral convolutional layer
is a set of Kl feature maps zli. Each i
th feature map is
computed as a linear combination of the outputs of the
corresponding polynomial filter as follows:
zli =
Kl−1∑
k=1
βlk y˜
l
i,k, (12)
where the set of signals y˜li,k are the outputs of the i
th
polynomial filter applied on the Kl−1 input signals of the
spectral convolutional layer with Eq. (11). The vector of
parameters {βlk}, for each spectral convolutional layer l is
learned during the training of the network. The operations
in the spectral convolutional layer are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Lastly, the complexity of spectral filtering can be computed
based on the fact that L and thus the filters are sparse
matrices. Then, the complexity is O(|EM |N) where |EM | is
a maximum number of nonzero elements in the columns of
F li .
4.2 Dynamic pooling layer
In classical ConvNets the goal of pooling layers is to summa-
rize the outputs of filters for each operator at the previous
convolutional layer. Inspired by [35] we introduce a novel
5Fig. 4. Pooling process, with succession of dynamic pooling layers with
operators Pli that each selects the vertices with maximum intensity
according to Eq. (13).
layer that we refer to as dynamic pooling layer, which
basically consists in preserving only the most important
features at each level of the network.
In more details, we perform a dynamic pooling opera-
tion, which is essentially driven by the set of graph vertices
of interest Ωl. This set is initialised to include all the nodes
of graph, i.e., Ω(1) = V . It is then successively refined along
the progression through the multiple layers of the network.
More particularly, for each dynamic pooling layer l, we
select the Jl vertices that are part of Ωl−1 and that have
the highest values in zli. The indexes of these largest valued
vertices form a set of nodes N li . The union of these sets for
the different features maps zli form the new set Ω
l, i.e.,
Ωl =
Kl⋃
i=1
N li . (13)
The sets Ωl drives the pooling operations at the next
dynamic pooling layer P l+1. We note that, by construc-
tion, the different sets Ωl are embedded, namely we have
Ωl ⊇ Ωl+1, ∀l ∈ [1..L]. The Algorithm 1 summarize our
approach, and Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the pooling
process through the different network levels.
Algorithm 1 Dynamic pooling layer at layer l.
1: Input: Feature maps zli, i ∈ [1,Kl]
2: Set of nodes of interest Ωl−1
3: Number of active nodes, Jl
4: for i ∈ [1,Kl] do
5: N li = V
6: N li = ∅
7: for j ∈ [1,max (Jl, |Ωl−1|)] do
8: ν = arg max
v∈
(
Ωl−1∩N li
) zli(v)
9: N li = N li \ {ν}
10: N li = N li ∪ {ν}
11: end for
12: end for
13: Ωl =
Kl⋃
i=1
N li
The setsN li are used to control the filtering process at the
next layer. The spectral convolutional filters F l+1i compute
the output of filters centred on the nodes in N li that are
selected by the dynamic pooling layer, and not necessarily
for all the nodes in the graph. The filtering operation is given
by Eq. (11).
Finally, we note that one of the major differences with the
classical max-pooling operator is that our dynamic pooling
layer is not limited to a small neighbourhood around each
node. Instead, it considers the set of nodes of interest Ωl
which is selected over all graph’s nodes. The dynamic
pooling operator P l is thus equivariant to the isometric
transformations R, similarly to the spectral convolutional
layers, which is a key property in building a transformation-
invariant classification architecture. The complexity of P l
is comparable with the classical pooling operator as the
task of P l is equivalent to finding Jl highest statistics.
Using the selection algorithm [36] we can reach the average
computational complexity of O(N).
4.3 Upper layers
After the series of alternating spectral convolutional and
dynamic pooling layers, we add output layers that compute
the label probability distributions for the input images.
Instead of connecting directly a fully-connected layer as in
classical ConvNet architectures, we first insert a new sta-
tistical layer, whose output is then fed into fully-connected
layers (see Fig. 2).
The main motivation for the statistical layer resides in
our objective of designing a transformation-invariant clas-
sification architecture. If fully-connected layers are added
directly on top of the last dynamic pooling layers, their neu-
rons would have to memorize large amounts of information
corresponding to the different positions and rotation of the
visual objects. Instead, we propose to insert a new statistical
layer, which computes transformation-invariant statistics of
the input signal distributions.
In more details, the statistical layer estimates the distri-
bution of values on the active nodes after the last pooling
layer. The inputs of the statistical layer j are denoted as z˜i,
which correspond to the outputs zj−1i of the last pooling
layer Pj−1 where the values on non-active nodes (i.e., the
nodes in N li ) are set to zero. We then calculate multiscale
statistics of these input features maps using Chebyshev
polynomials of the graph Laplacian. These polynomials
have the advantage of a fast computation due to their it-
erative construction, and they can be adapted to distributed
implementations [37]. In order to construct these polyno-
mials, we first shift the spectrum of the Laplacian L to the
interval [−1, 1], which is the original support of Chebyshev
polynomials. Equivalently, we set L˜ = L − I .
As suggested in [28], for each input feature map z˜i
we iteratively construct a set of signals ti,k using graph
Chebyshev polynomials of order k, with k ≤ Kmax, as
ti,k = 2L˜ti,k−1 − ti,k−2, (14)
with ti,0 = z˜i and ti,1 = L˜z˜i. We finally compute a
feature vector that gathers the first order statistics of the
magnitude of these signals, namely the mean µi,k and
variance σ2i,k for each signal |ti,k| (see Fig. 5). This forms
a feature vector φi of 2Kmax + 2 elements, i.e., φi =
[µi,0, σ
2
i,0, . . . , µi,Kmax , σ
2
i,Kmax
]. We choose these particular
6Fig. 5. Illustration of the statistical layer, which calculates multiscale
statistics by filtering each input feature map by Chebyshev polynomials
filters [37] and taking their second-order statistics. Resulting statistics
are vectorized and build an invariant to graph isometric transformation.
statistics as they are prone to efficient gradient computation,
which is important during back propagation. Furthermore,
we note that such feature vectors are inherently invariant to
transformation such as translation or rotation.
The feature vectors φi’s are eventually sent to a series
of fully-connected layers similarly to classical ConvNet ar-
chitectures. However, since our feature vectors are trans-
formation invariant, the fully-connected layers will also
benefit from these properties. This is in opposition to their
counterparts in classical ConvNet systems, which need to
compute position-dependent parameters. The details about
fully-connected layer parameters are given in the Section 6.
The output of the fully-connected layers is then fed to a
softmax layer [38], which finally returns the probability
distribution of a given input sample to belong to a given
set of classes.
4.4 Training
We use supervised learning and train our network so that it
maximizes the log-probability of estimating the correct class
of training samples via logistic regression. Overall, we need
to compute the values of the parameters in each convolu-
tional and in fully-connected layers. The other layers do not
have any parameter to be estimated. We train the network
using a classical back-propagation algorithm and learn the
parameters using ADAM stochastic optimization [39].
We provide more details here about the computation that
are specific to our new architecture. We refer the reader to
[40] for more details about the overall training procedure.
The back-propagation in the spectral convolutional layer is
performed by evaluating the partial derivatives with respect
to the parameters α : α ∈ RKl−1×M of the spectral filters,
and to the parameters β : β ∈ RKl−1 of the feature map
construction. The partial derivatives read
∂E
∂αli,m
=
Kl−1∑
k=0
βlk
[
Lm|N l−1i
]
yl−1k
∂E
∂zli
, (15)
∂E
∂βlj
=
M∑
m=0
αli,m
[
Lm|N l−1i
]
yl−1j
∂E
∂zli
, (16)
where E is the negative log-likelihood cost function, zli = y
l
i
is the output feature map of layer l, Kl−1 denotes the num-
ber of feature maps at the previous layer of the network, M
is the polynomial degree of the convolutional filter and L
is the Laplacian matrix. Then, we further need to compute
the partial derivatives with respect to the previous feature
maps as follows
∂E
∂yl−1j
= βlj
M∑
m=0
αli,m
[
Lm|N l−1i
] ∂E
∂zli
. (17)
Our new dynamic pooling layers, as well as our statisti-
cal layer do not have parameters to be trained. Similarly
to the max-pooling operator our dynamic pooling layer
permits back-propagation through the active nodes since the
gradient is 0 for the non-selected nodes and not zero for the
chosen ones. Further, the statistical layer back-propagates
the gradients as follows:
∂E
∂ti,k
=
1
N
∂E
∂µi,k
, (18)
∂E
∂ti,k
=
2(N − 1)
N2
N∑
i=1
(ti,k − µi,k) ∂E
∂σ2i,k
, (19)
where µi,k, σ2i,k are the inputs to the first fully-connected
layer and the outputs of the statistical layer. The derivatives
∂E/∂z˜i are then computed as:
∂E
∂z˜i
=
Kmax∑
k=0
∂E
∂ti,k
∂ti,k
∂z˜i
, (20)
where ∂ti,k/∂z˜i are simply the derivatives of Chebyshev
polynomials [37] with maximum order Kmax. Please note
that we use the non-linear absolute function |ti,k| before
statistical layer, therefore, the gradient at ti,k = 0 is not
defined. In practice, however, we set it to 0, which gives us
a nice property of encouraging some feature map values to
be 0 and favors sparsity.
Finally, the parameters of the fully-connected layers are
trained in a classical way, similarly to the training of fully-
connected layers in ConvNet architectures [40].
5 EQUIVARIANCE OF GRAPH FILTERS
In this section we analyze the equivariance property of the
features produced by the graph-based convolutional layer.
We start our analysis by proving that independently of the
input image y, graph filters are equivariant to isometric
transformations of y such as image rotations by multiplier
of90◦ and translations by an integer number of pixels in
horizontal and vertical directions. We refer to these trans-
formations as the graph isometric ones.
We then show that given some constraints on the
smoothness conditions on y, our graph-convolutional filters
are quasi-equivariant to any isometric transformations (which
comprise rotations by an angle of any degree and transla-
tions by any real number of pixels).
5.1 Graph isometric transformation
In this section we formally define isometric transformations
g on regular graphs and show that the Laplacian polynomial
filters, introduced in Eq. (10), produce inherently equivari-
ant features with respect to such transformations g.
Definition 1. A graph isometric transformation g is a bijective
mapping g : V → V that preserves distances between all pairs of
7adjacent nodes vi ∼ vj : w(vi, vj) = 1 and acts as a permutation
function for signal y: yg = g(y) that can be formally described as
∀vk ∈ V, ∃ ! vj ∈ V : yg(vk) = y(vj) , (21)
that preserves their neighbourhood and where ! indicates that the
correspondence between vertices vk and vj is a bijective mapping.
In other words, a graph isometric transformation g is a
permutation of the graph nodes V . This results in g being
a combination of the following basic operations applied to
the image signal y, defined on the regular graph G:
• Image rotations by pi2 , pi,
3pi
2 ;
• Image reflection;
• Image translation by an integer number of pixels.
If we ignore the border effects, graph isometric transforma-
tions g satisfy the four fundamental group properties [41]
and, therefore, form a group G.
Theorem 1. For any operation g from a group of graph isometric
transformations G the response of a polynomial filter defined in
Eq. (10) produces an equivariant feature representation.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us denote by yg the transformed ver-
sion of signal y : yg = g(y). Given the Def. 1 we can prove
the theorem by induction. For simplicity and without loss
of generality we prove the theorem for a 4-nn grid graph.
Base case: Let us first consider the polynomial filter F
of degree M = 1. The result of the filtering operation F ,
introduced in Eq. (10), applied to a signal y will then be the
following:
F(y) = (α0 + α1L)y , {α0, α1} ∈ R . (22)
Here L is the normalized Laplacian matrix, introduced in
Eq. (1). For the sake of simplicity and in order to avoid
border effects we extend the graph by adding nodes to
the image boundary and padding them with zeros. Hence
all nodes vj of the initial graph have degree d(vj) = 4.
Consequently, the filtered signal F(y)(vj) at node vj can be
computed as:
f(vj) =
df
F (y) (vj) = α0y(vj) + α1y(vj)− α1
4
∑
i:vi∼vj
y(vi), (23)
where vi ∼ vj indicates adjacent nodes.
We then apply the same filter F to the transformed
signal yg , which is formed from y via a graph isometric
transformation g. According to its definition (see Eq. (21)), g
has the following property: ∀vk 7→ vj : yg(vk) = y(vj) and
the neighborhood of the node vk maps to the neighborhood
of the node vj . Therefore, the result of F , applied to yg reads
fg(vk) =
df
F(yg)(vk) = α0yg(vk) + α1yg(vk)− α1
4
∑
l:vl∼vk
yg(vl).
(24)
Our goal is then to show that fg from Eq. (24) is equivariant
to f from Eq. (23). According to Eq. (21), the signal yg in
the neighborhood of the vertex vk is identical to y in the
neighborhood of vj . Therefore Eqs. (23) and (24) are equal,
which leads to
fg(vk) = f(vj) , (25)
where vk ∈ G is mapped to vj ∈ G via g. Further, Eq. (25)
is valid for any node vk, and for each of these vk’s there
exists a mapping to vj according to the graph isometric
transformation g. Therefore, by Def. 1, fg and f are related
via g as fg = g(f) and we can write:
F(yg) = g (F(y)) or, equivalently F (g(y)) = g (F(y)) .
(26)
As Eq. (26) is obtained without any assumptions on the
parameters (α0, α1) of the polynomial filter F , we can
conclude that the response of any Laplacian polynomial
filter F of degree M = 1 is equivariant to graph isometric
transformations g. The latter is, therefore, true for a special
case of α1 = 0, which corresponds to the polynomial filters
F of degree zero.
Inductive step: We now show that the polynomial
filter F of any degree is equivariant to graph isometric
transformation g. We assume that the filter
Fk−1 =
k−1∑
m=0
α′mLm (27)
of degree M = k − 1 is equivariant with respect to g. Our
goal is then to show that the polynomial filter Fk of degree
M = k that has the following form:
Fk(y) =
k∑
m=0
αmLmy = α0y + L
(
k−1∑
m=0
αm+1Lmy
)
, (28)
is also equivariant with respect to g. To do so we take a
polynomial filter Fk−1, with coefficients a′m = am+1 and
rewrite Eq. (28) as
Fk(y) = α0y + LFk−1(y). (29)
We then apply the isometric transformation g to both parts
of Eq. (29):
g(Fk(y)) = g(α0y + LFk−1(y)) = α0g(y) + Lg(Fk−1(y)). (30)
As by our assumption Fk−1 is equivariant with respect to g
and yg =
df
g(y), we can rewrite (30) as
g(Fk(y)) = α0yg + LFk−1(yg) =
df
Fk(yg). (31)
Based on Eqs. (30) and (31) we can conclude that a polyno-
mial filter of any degree produces features that are equivari-
ant to the graph isometric transformations.
5.2 General isometric transformations
In this section we extend the result of Section 5.1 to general
isometric transformations. We start with the introduction of
our image model, we then introduce the quasi-equivariance
property and prove that under some assumptions on the
image y defined on the graph nodes, Laplacian polynomial
filters are quasi-equivariant to general isometric transforma-
tions. The latter can be represented by any combination of
the following basic operations:
• Graph isometric transformations, defined in Section 5.1;
• Image rotation by an arbitrary angle γ;
• Image translation by a real number of pixels ξ.
85.2.1 Image model and quasi-equivariance
Camera captures 3D world and represents it as a 2D image.
Therefore, an image is an approximation of a real scene
with discrete pixel values. For the sake of simplicity let us
represent the real 3D image signal y as a two-dimensional
function f = f(a, b), where 0 ≤ a, b ≤ 1.
Thus, the transformed version of the signal, yg , is also
defined ∀(a, b) for any transformation gγ,ξ . However, the
graph filter operations are defined only for such (a, b) that
correspond to the graph nodes, therefore we cannot directly
apply gγ,ξ to it if this condition is not satisfied. To overcome
this problem we approximate γ and ξ with γ¯, ξ¯ that satisfy
the following conditions:
γ¯ :
{
γ¯ = kpi2 , k ∈ Z;
||γ¯ − γ|| ≤ pi4 ,
ξ¯ :
{
ξ¯ = k, k ∈ Z;
||ξ¯ − ξ|| ≤ 12 ,
(32)
and introduce the graph isometric transformation g¯γ,ξ =
gγ¯,ξ¯ , which we refer to as closest graph isometric transforma-
tion of the original general transformation gγ,ξ . As discussed
in Section 5.1, such transformation is defined only on graph
nodes, which sample signal with steps ∆a and ∆b. Finally,
we introduce the quasi-equivariance property as follows:
Definition 2. The quasi-equivariance of the operator F with
respect to the isometric transformation gγ,ξ is defined as a small
absolute value of the difference between signals F(gγ,ξ(y)) and
the graph isometric transformation g¯γ,ξ(F(y)) computed at node
v in G. Equivalently, we have:∣∣F(gγ,ξ(y))(v)− g¯γ,ξ(F(y)(v))∣∣ ≤ ,∀v, (33)
where  is a small value, when F is a quasi-equivariant.
In order to prove the quasi-equivariance of the polyno-
mial filters F , defined in Eq. (10), with respect to general
isometric transformations we show that the response of F
is quasi-equivariant with respect to each of the basic opera-
tions, defined in the beginning of Section 5.2. In Section 5.1
we have shown that polynomial filters are equivariant to
any graph isometric transformation, which also means that
the quasi-equivariance property is satisfied. Therefore, in
this section we focus on proving the quasi-equivariance
of F with respect to arbitrary image rotations and image
translations by a real number of pixels.
5.2.2 Rotation
In order to prove the quasi-equivariance of polynomial
filters to rotation, we first observe that for every pixel
location p in an image, any random image rotation around
an arbitrary point can be decomposed into a set of two
translations and one rotation around p. Therefore, in this
section we focus on proving the quasi-equivariance of F
with respect to rotation around the vertex v ∈ G, where F
is applied. Then in Section 5.2.3 we discuss in more details
the quasi-equivariance of F with respect to an arbitrary
image translation. Further, without loss of generality, we
consider the rotation angle γ to be in the range [−pi4 , pi4 ), due
to the fact that any random rotation can be decomposed
into an integer number of rotations by pi/2 and a rotation
by γ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ). As illustrated in Section 5.1, polynomial
filters are equivariant with respect to rotations by pi/2, thus
we only need to prove their equivariance with respect to
γ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ).
Let yg = gγ(y) denote the rotated version of the signal
y by γ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ) around a vertex vr , where a polynomial
filter F is applied. In the remainder of this section we show
that under some assumptions on the second derivative of
the signal y, the Eq. (33) is valid for any polynomial filter
F and for any γ that defines the image rotation gγ . Let us
denote the equivariance gap by
∆F =
df
∣∣F(gγ(y))(v)− g¯γ(F(y)(v))∣∣ , (34)
where g¯γ is the graph isometric transformation that is closest
to g. Due to the fact that F is an isotropic filter and as
we are considering rotations γ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ) around vertex
vr , where F is applied, we obtain the following equality
g¯γ
(F(y)(v)) ≡ F(y)(v) and rewrite Eq. (34) as
∆F =
df
∣∣F(gγ(y))(v)−F(y)(v)∣∣ ,∀v. (35)
We now have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The absolute value of the difference ∆F between
signals F(gγ(y)) and F(y) satisfies the following inequality:
∆F (v) ≤
(
M∑
k=1
|αk| 2k−3
) ∣∣(1− sin γ − cos γ)Z¯∣∣ , (36)
where M is the degree of F = ∑Mk=0 αkLky and Z¯ depends on
the second derivative of the image signal y=
df
f(a, b) as follows:
Z¯ = max
0≤a,b≤1
∣∣∣∣[∂2af(a, b)∂2b f(a, b)
]∣∣∣∣ᵀ [∆a2∆b2
]
+ o(∆a2) + o(∆b2). (37)
Here ∆a,∆b are the distances between the graph nodes in
horizontal and vertical directions respectively which corresponds
to the resolution of the image; and o(·) is the “little-o” notation
that describes function’s asymptotic behavior [42].
Proof of Theorem 2. We start the proof with the observation
that any polynomial filter F of degree N is a sum of the
trivial polynomial filters Fˆk of degrees k = [0..N ], defined
as:
Fˆk =
df
αkLky . (38)
Therefore to prove Eq. (36), we need to show that
∆Fˆk(v) ≤ 2k−3
∣∣αk(1− sin γ − cos γ)Z¯∣∣ ,∀k, (39)
where ∆Fˆk(v) is the absolute difference between Fˆk(yg)
and Fˆk(y). Then ∆F (v) can be eventually approximated
using the triangle inequality as
∆F (v) ≤
N∑
k=0
∆Fˆk(v) (40)
To prove Eq. (39) we use the induction method.
Base case: We first show that for any Fˆ of degree 0 and 1
Eq. (39) is valid. In the case of a polynomial filter of a 0
degree, ∆Fˆ0 = 0, as
gγ
(
Fˆ0(y)
)
=
df
gγ(α0y) = α0gγ(y) = Fˆ0(gγ(y)). (41)
Then, as depicted by Eq. (23), for a given node vr ∈ G,
Fˆ1 operates on the neighborhood of vr , which can be
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<latexit sha1_base64="Eio3xU0FhynV+mBC3 bMX3sd5QU8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdpv9Ks1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q 1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOiVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkz i0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfDqBHkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/dI6NaA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="Eio3xU0FhynV+mBC3 bMX3sd5QU8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdpv9Ks1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q 1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOiVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkz i0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfDqBHkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/dI6NaA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="Eio3xU0FhynV+mBC3 bMX3sd5QU8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdpv9Ks1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q 1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOiVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkz i0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfDqBHkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/dI6NaA==</la texit>
r2<latexit sha1_base64="HP6830GXnfYkvhDhG Qu0sfKecc4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRrLeCF48VjS20oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ /QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTp+1EmmGPosEYnq hFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGivdq369X6m6NXcOskq8glShQKtf+ eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56YmyKkynAmclnuZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6tMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4t B2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJGkHOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQje8surxK/ Xrmvu3WW12SjSKMEpnMEFeHAFTbiFFvjAYAjP8ApvjnBenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPboaNZA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="HP6830GXnfYkvhDhG Qu0sfKecc4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRrLeCF48VjS20oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ /QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTp+1EmmGPosEYnq hFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGivdq369X6m6NXcOskq8glShQKtf+ eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56YmyKkynAmclnuZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6tMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4t B2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJGkHOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQje8surxK/ Xrmvu3WW12SjSKMEpnMEFeHAFTbiFFvjAYAjP8ApvjnBenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPboaNZA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="HP6830GXnfYkvhDhG Qu0sfKecc4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkRrLeCF48VjS20oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ /QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTp+1EmmGPosEYnq hFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFIMYjqUPOKMGivdq369X6m6NXcOskq8glShQKtf+ eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56YmyKkynAmclnuZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6tMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4t B2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJGkHOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQje8surxK/ Xrmvu3WW12SjSKMEpnMEFeHAFTbiFFvjAYAjP8ApvjnBenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPboaNZA==</la texit>
r4<latexit sha1_base64="bLjCRO65Bj0p5tB6C E4QyAfJe0U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLV CalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6V/3LfrXm1t05yCrxClKDAq1+9 as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwWullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+fzUKTmzyoBEibIlDZmrvydyGms9iU PbGVMz0sveTPzP62YmagQ5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/cYyNZg==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="bLjCRO65Bj0p5tB6C E4QyAfJe0U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLV CalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6V/3LfrXm1t05yCrxClKDAq1+9 as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwWullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+fzUKTmzyoBEibIlDZmrvydyGms9iU PbGVMz0sveTPzP62YmagQ5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/cYyNZg==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="bLjCRO65Bj0p5tB6C E4QyAfJe0U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLV CalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6V/3LfrXm1t05yCrxClKDAq1+9 as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwWullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+fzUKTmzyoBEibIlDZmrvydyGms9iU PbGVMz0sveTPzP62YmagQ5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/cYyNZg==</la texit>
r6
<latexit sha1_base64="yTIkdcduNSeCV03pr OoyA4vG0ak=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3 Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9y le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA 5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+ vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fdJKNaA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="yTIkdcduNSeCV03pr OoyA4vG0ak=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3 Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9y le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA 5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+ vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fdJKNaA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="yTIkdcduNSeCV03pr OoyA4vG0ak=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE /gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3 Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE55ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9y le3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA 5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy/Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+ vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fdJKNaA==</la texit>
r8
<latexit sha1_base64="BDsEqYmy0p6hc8H2r 5ezqIChMJo=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSve43+tWaW3fnIKvEK0gNCrT61 a/eIGFZzBUySY3pem6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSR zazpjiyCx7M/E/r5th1AhyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXiX9 Rv667d5e1ZqNIowwncArn4MEVNOEWWuADgyE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fd5iNag==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="BDsEqYmy0p6hc8H2r 5ezqIChMJo=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSve43+tWaW3fnIKvEK0gNCrT61 a/eIGFZzBUySY3pem6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSR zazpjiyCx7M/E/r5th1AhyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXiX9 Rv667d5e1ZqNIowwncArn4MEVNOEWWuADgyE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fd5iNag==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="BDsEqYmy0p6hc8H2r 5ezqIChMJo=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSve43+tWaW3fnIKvEK0gNCrT61 a/eIGFZzBUySY3pem6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSR zazpjiyCx7M/E/r5th1AhyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXiX9 Rv667d5e1ZqNIowwncArn4MEVNOEWWuADgyE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fd5iNag==</la texit>
 
<latexit sha1_base64="i1+P6hWIsNVMv/8Km XOP1VsbPco=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RjLeAF48R3CSQLKF3MpuMmccyMyuE Jf/gxYOKVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQn BkM5kzS0zHLaSTUFEXPajse3M7/9RLVhSj7YSUojAUPJEkbAOqnVG4IQ0K9U/Zo/B14lQUGqqECzX /nqDRTJBJWWcDCmG/ipjXLQlhFOp+VeZmgKZAxD2nVUgqAmyufXTvG5UwY4UdqVtHiu/p7IQRgzEb HrFGBHZtmbif953cwm9ShnMs0slWSxKMk4tgrPXscDpimxfOIIEM3crZiMQAOxLqCyCyFYfnmVhJe 1m5p/f1Vt1Is0SugUnaELFKBr1EB3qIlCRNAjekav6M1T3ov37n0sWte8YuYE/YH3+QPwAo7e</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="i1+P6hWIsNVMv/8Km XOP1VsbPco=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RjLeAF48R3CSQLKF3MpuMmccyMyuE Jf/gxYOKVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQn BkM5kzS0zHLaSTUFEXPajse3M7/9RLVhSj7YSUojAUPJEkbAOqnVG4IQ0K9U/Zo/B14lQUGqqECzX /nqDRTJBJWWcDCmG/ipjXLQlhFOp+VeZmgKZAxD2nVUgqAmyufXTvG5UwY4UdqVtHiu/p7IQRgzEb HrFGBHZtmbif953cwm9ShnMs0slWSxKMk4tgrPXscDpimxfOIIEM3crZiMQAOxLqCyCyFYfnmVhJe 1m5p/f1Vt1Is0SugUnaELFKBr1EB3qIlCRNAjekav6M1T3ov37n0sWte8YuYE/YH3+QPwAo7e</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="i1+P6hWIsNVMv/8Km XOP1VsbPco=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RjLeAF48R3CSQLKF3MpuMmccyMyuE Jf/gxYOKVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQn BkM5kzS0zHLaSTUFEXPajse3M7/9RLVhSj7YSUojAUPJEkbAOqnVG4IQ0K9U/Zo/B14lQUGqqECzX /nqDRTJBJWWcDCmG/ipjXLQlhFOp+VeZmgKZAxD2nVUgqAmyufXTvG5UwY4UdqVtHiu/p7IQRgzEb HrFGBHZtmbif953cwm9ShnMs0slWSxKMk4tgrPXscDpimxfOIIEM3crZiMQAOxLqCyCyFYfnmVhJe 1m5p/f1Vt1Is0SugUnaELFKBr1EB3qIlCRNAjekav6M1T3ov37n0sWte8YuYE/YH3+QPwAo7e</la texit>
co
s
 
<latexit sha1_base64="KbIaiiWiASoCTH6ThU2HqgZesrQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqpfZW8OKxgrGFJJTNdtMu3c2G3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPpg4PHeDDPzopRRpR3ny6qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjByUyiYmHBRNyECFFGE2Ip6lmZJBKgnjESD+a3hR+/5FIRUVyr2cpCTkaJzSmGGkj+QEWCgZjxDka1huO3W413U4HOrZz6TavnIIsAN2SNECJ3rD+GYwEzjhJNGZIKd91Uh3mSGqKGZnXgkyRFOEpGhPf0ARxosJ8cfIcnhtlBGMhTSUaLtSfEzniSs14ZDo50hO16hXif56f6fg6zGmSZpokeLkozhjUAhb/wxGVBGs2MwRhSc2tEE+QRFiblGomBHf15b/Ea9od27lrNbpnZRpVcAJOwQVwQRt0wS3oAQ9gIMATeAGvlraerTfrfdlascqZY/AL1sc3l0OQ6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KbIaiiWiASoCTH6ThU2HqgZesrQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqpfZW8OKxgrGFJJTNdtMu3c2G3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPpg4PHeDDPzopRRpR3ny6qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjByUyiYmHBRNyECFFGE2Ip6lmZJBKgnjESD+a3hR+/5FIRUVyr2cpCTkaJzSmGGkj+QEWCgZjxDka1huO3W413U4HOrZz6TavnIIsAN2SNECJ3rD+GYwEzjhJNGZIKd91Uh3mSGqKGZnXgkyRFOEpGhPf0ARxosJ8cfIcnhtlBGMhTSUaLtSfEzniSs14ZDo50hO16hXif56f6fg6zGmSZpokeLkozhjUAhb/wxGVBGs2MwRhSc2tEE+QRFiblGomBHf15b/Ea9od27lrNbpnZRpVcAJOwQVwQRt0wS3oAQ9gIMATeAGvlraerTfrfdlascqZY/AL1sc3l0OQ6A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KbIaiiWiASoCTH6ThU2HqgZesrQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqpfZW8OKxgrGFJJTNdtMu3c2G3Y1QQn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPpg4PHeDDPzopRRpR3ny6qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjByUyiYmHBRNyECFFGE2Ip6lmZJBKgnjESD+a3hR+/5FIRUVyr2cpCTkaJzSmGGkj+QEWCgZjxDka1huO3W413U4HOrZz6TavnIIsAN2SNECJ3rD+GYwEzjhJNGZIKd91Uh3mSGqKGZnXgkyRFOEpGhPf0ARxosJ8cfIcnhtlBGMhTSUaLtSfEzniSs14ZDo50hO16hXif56f6fg6zGmSZpokeLkozhjUAhb/wxGVBGs2MwRhSc2tEE+QRFiblGomBHf15b/Ea9od27lrNbpnZRpVcAJOwQVwQRt0wS3oAQ9gIMATeAGvlraerTfrfdlascqZY/AL1sc3l0OQ6A==</latexit>
sin  
<latexit sha1_base64="1+AtoeBehTBR03WjR CRpFlS6N4E=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqpfZW8OKxgrGFJJTNdtMu3d2E3Y1Q Qn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPpg4PHeDDPzopRRpR3ny6qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjB5VkEhMPJyyR gwgpwqggnqaakUEqCeIRI/1oelP4/UciFU3EvZ6lJORoLGhMMdJG8gNFBQzGiHM0rDccu91qup0Od Gzn0m1eOQVZALolaYASvWH9MxglOONEaMyQUr7rpDrMkdQUMzKvBZkiKcJTNCa+oQJxosJ8cfIcnh tlBONEmhIaLtSfEzniSs14ZDo50hO16hXif56f6fg6zKlIM00EXi6KMwZ1Aov/4YhKgjWbGYKwpOZ WiCdIIqxNSjUTgrv68l/iNe2O7dy1Gt2zMo0qOAGn4AK4oA264Bb0gAcwSMATeAGvlraerTfrfdla scqZY/AL1sc3nw+Q7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1+AtoeBehTBR03WjR CRpFlS6N4E=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqpfZW8OKxgrGFJJTNdtMu3d2E3Y1Q Qn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPpg4PHeDDPzopRRpR3ny6qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjB5VkEhMPJyyR gwgpwqggnqaakUEqCeIRI/1oelP4/UciFU3EvZ6lJORoLGhMMdJG8gNFBQzGiHM0rDccu91qup0Od Gzn0m1eOQVZALolaYASvWH9MxglOONEaMyQUr7rpDrMkdQUMzKvBZkiKcJTNCa+oQJxosJ8cfIcnh tlBONEmhIaLtSfEzniSs14ZDo50hO16hXif56f6fg6zKlIM00EXi6KMwZ1Aov/4YhKgjWbGYKwpOZ WiCdIIqxNSjUTgrv68l/iNe2O7dy1Gt2zMo0qOAGn4AK4oA264Bb0gAcwSMATeAGvlraerTfrfdla scqZY/AL1sc3nw+Q7Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1+AtoeBehTBR03WjR CRpFlS6N4E=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqpfZW8OKxgrGFJJTNdtMu3d2E3Y1Q Qn+GFw8qXv033vw3btoctPpg4PHeDDPzopRRpR3ny6qsrW9sblW3azu7e/sH9cOjB5VkEhMPJyyR gwgpwqggnqaakUEqCeIRI/1oelP4/UciFU3EvZ6lJORoLGhMMdJG8gNFBQzGiHM0rDccu91qup0Od Gzn0m1eOQVZALolaYASvWH9MxglOONEaMyQUr7rpDrMkdQUMzKvBZkiKcJTNCa+oQJxosJ8cfIcnh tlBONEmhIaLtSfEzniSs14ZDo50hO16hXif56f6fg6zKlIM00EXi6KMwZ1Aov/4YhKgjWbGYKwpOZ WiCdIIqxNSjUTgrv68l/iNe2O7dy1Gt2zMo0qOAGn4AK4oA264Bb0gAcwSMATeAGvlraerTfrfdla scqZY/AL1sc3nw+Q7Q==</latexit>
Transla%on	by	a	real	offset:
p2
<latexit sha1_base64="OBGg/PkqZwKbWvcDP vueF+z2ZOU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYL0VvHisYGyhDWWz3bZLdzdhdyKU 0L/gxYOKV3+RN/+NSZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJbCout+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzyaKPEMO6zSEam G1LLpdDcR4GSd2PDqQol74TT29zvPHFjRaQfcBbzQNGxFiPBKOZSPGhUBtWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCrQH1 a/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDfGIKUGBZN8XuknlseUTemY9zKqqeI2SBe3zslFpgzJKDJZaSQL9fdESpW1Mx VmnYrixK56ufif10tw1AxSoeMEuWbLRaNEEoxI/jgZCsMZyllGKDMiu5WwCTWUYRZPHoK3+vI68Rv 1m7p7f1VrNYs0ynAG53AJHlxDC+6gDT4wmMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLaWnGLmFP7A+fwBoIKNdg==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="OBGg/PkqZwKbWvcDP vueF+z2ZOU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYL0VvHisYGyhDWWz3bZLdzdhdyKU 0L/gxYOKV3+RN/+NSZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJbCout+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzyaKPEMO6zSEam G1LLpdDcR4GSd2PDqQol74TT29zvPHFjRaQfcBbzQNGxFiPBKOZSPGhUBtWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCrQH1 a/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDfGIKUGBZN8XuknlseUTemY9zKqqeI2SBe3zslFpgzJKDJZaSQL9fdESpW1Mx VmnYrixK56ufif10tw1AxSoeMEuWbLRaNEEoxI/jgZCsMZyllGKDMiu5WwCTWUYRZPHoK3+vI68Rv 1m7p7f1VrNYs0ynAG53AJHlxDC+6gDT4wmMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLaWnGLmFP7A+fwBoIKNdg==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="OBGg/PkqZwKbWvcDP vueF+z2ZOU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYL0VvHisYGyhDWWz3bZLdzdhdyKU 0L/gxYOKV3+RN/+NSZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJbCout+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4PCoenzyaKPEMO6zSEam G1LLpdDcR4GSd2PDqQol74TT29zvPHFjRaQfcBbzQNGxFiPBKOZSPGhUBtWaW3cXIOvEK0gNCrQH1 a/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDfGIKUGBZN8XuknlseUTemY9zKqqeI2SBe3zslFpgzJKDJZaSQL9fdESpW1Mx VmnYrixK56ufif10tw1AxSoeMEuWbLRaNEEoxI/jgZCsMZyllGKDMiu5WwCTWUYRZPHoK3+vI68Rv 1m7p7f1VrNYs0ynAG53AJHlxDC+6gDT4wmMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLaWnGLmFP7A+fwBoIKNdg==</la texit>
p5
<latexit sha1_base64="zJEBNU+RSwcJtDGvR CA2DOzp6jM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE /gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8 tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6 HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9 eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcAJn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/cAWNZQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="zJEBNU+RSwcJtDGvR CA2DOzp6jM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE /gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8 tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6 HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9 eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcAJn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/cAWNZQ==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="zJEBNU+RSwcJtDGvR CA2DOzp6jM=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE /gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1 Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8 tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6 HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9 eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcAJn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/cAWNZQ==</la texit>
p4
<latexit sha1_base64="ChZRVl2Ac9Z4kAzOK QpuhXGLMf8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdq/7Fdrbt2dg6wSryA1KNDqV 796g4RlMVfIJDWm67kpBjnVKJjk00ovMzylbEyHvGupojE3QT4/dUrOrDIgUaJtKSRz9fdETmNjJn FoO2OKI7PszcT/vG6GUSPIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2nYkPwll9eJf5 F/bru3l3Wmo0ijTKcwCmcgwdX0IRbaIEPDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AG6CjWQ=</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="ChZRVl2Ac9Z4kAzOK QpuhXGLMf8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdq/7Fdrbt2dg6wSryA1KNDqV 796g4RlMVfIJDWm67kpBjnVKJjk00ovMzylbEyHvGupojE3QT4/dUrOrDIgUaJtKSRz9fdETmNjJn FoO2OKI7PszcT/vG6GUSPIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2nYkPwll9eJf5 F/bru3l3Wmo0ijTKcwCmcgwdX0IRbaIEPDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AG6CjWQ=</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="ChZRVl2Ac9Z4kAzOK QpuhXGLMf8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdq/7Fdrbt2dg6wSryA1KNDqV 796g4RlMVfIJDWm67kpBjnVKJjk00ovMzylbEyHvGupojE3QT4/dUrOrDIgUaJtKSRz9fdETmNjJn FoO2OKI7PszcT/vG6GUSPIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoU2nYkPwll9eJf5 F/bru3l3Wmo0ijTKcwCmcgwdX0IRbaIEPDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AG6CjWQ=</la texit>
p6
<latexit sha1_base64="5q9lt6xHAN+DLlJy9Ot30WP8QzE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxik GMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy /Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcAJn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/cYiNZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5q9lt6xHAN+DLlJy9Ot30WP8QzE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxik GMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy /Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcAJn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/cYiNZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5q9lt6xHAN+DLlJy9Ot30WP8QzE=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41BgKxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxik GMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01NkFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy /Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcAJn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPMHMEfOJ8/cYiNZg==</latexit>
p8
<latexit sha1_base64="Eio3xU0FhynV+mBC3 bMX3sd5QU8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdpv9Ks1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q 1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOiVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkz i0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfDqBHkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/dI6NaA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="Eio3xU0FhynV+mBC3 bMX3sd5QU8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdpv9Ks1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q 1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOiVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkz i0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfDqBHkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/dI6NaA==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="Eio3xU0FhynV+mBC3 bMX3sd5QU8=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPd CanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdpv9Ks1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj1q 1+9QcKymCtkkhrT9dwUg5xqFEzyaaWXGZ5SNqZD3rVU0ZibIJ+fOiVnVhmQKNG2FJK5+nsip7Exkz i0nTHFkVn2ZuJ/XjfDqBHkQqUZcsUWi6JMEkzI7G8yEJozlBNLKNPC3krYiGrK0KZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/dI6NaA==</la texit>
r2<latexit sha1_base64="HP6830GXnfYkvhDhGQu0sfKecc4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KkkRrLeCF48VjS20oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTp+1EmmGPosEYnqhFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFI MYjqUPOKMGivdq369X6m6NXcOskq8glShQKtf+eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56YmyKkynAmclnuZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6tMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJGkHOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ /U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQje8surxK/Xrmvu3WW12SjSKMEpnMEFeHAFTbiFFvjAYAjP8ApvjnBenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPboaNZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HP6830GXnfYkvhDhGQu0sfKecc4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KkkRrLeCF48VjS20oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTp+1EmmGPosEYnqhFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFI MYjqUPOKMGivdq369X6m6NXcOskq8glShQKtf+eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56YmyKkynAmclnuZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6tMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJGkHOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ /U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQje8surxK/Xrmvu3WW12SjSKMEpnMEFeHAFTbiFFvjAYAjP8ApvjnBenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPboaNZA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HP6830GXnfYkvhDhGQu0sfKecc4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KkkRrLeCF48VjS20oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePKh49R9589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpoJr47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f3BYOTp+1EmmGPosEYnqhFSj4BJ9w43ATqqQxqHAdji+mfntJ1SaJ/LBTFI MYjqUPOKMGivdq369X6m6NXcOskq8glShQKtf+eoNEpbFKA0TVOuu56YmyKkynAmclnuZxpSyMR1i11JJY9RBPj91Ss6tMiBRomxJQ+bq74mcxlpP4tB2xtSM9LI3E//zupmJGkHOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ /U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQje8surxK/Xrmvu3WW12SjSKMEpnMEFeHAFTbiFFvjAYAjP8ApvjnBenHfnY9G65hQzJ/AHzucPboaNZA==</latexit>
r4<latexit sha1_base64="bLjCRO65Bj0p5tB6C E4QyAfJe0U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLV CalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6V/3LfrXm1t05yCrxClKDAq1+9 as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwWullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+fzUKTmzyoBEibIlDZmrvydyGms9iU PbGVMz0sveTPzP62YmagQ5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/cYyNZg==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="bLjCRO65Bj0p5tB6C E4QyAfJe0U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLV CalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6V/3LfrXm1t05yCrxClKDAq1+9 as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwWullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+fzUKTmzyoBEibIlDZmrvydyGms9iU PbGVMz0sveTPzP62YmagQ5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/cYyNZg==</la texit><latexit sha1_base64="bLjCRO65Bj0p5tB6C E4QyAfJe0U=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl 9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genj0qJNMMfRZIhLV CalGwSX6hhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8M/PbT6g0T+SDmaQYxHQoecQZNVa6V/3LfrXm1t05yCrxClKDAq1+9 as3SFgWozRMUK27npuaIKfKcCZwWullGlPKxnSIXUsljVEH+fzUKTmzyoBEibIlDZmrvydyGms9iU PbGVMz0sveTPzP62YmagQ5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSF4yy+vEv+ ifl137y5rzUaRRhlO4BTOwYMraMIttMAHBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/cYyNZg==</la texit> r6<latexit sha1_base64="yTIkdcduNSeCV03prOoyA4vG0ak=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE5 5ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9yle3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy /Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fdJKNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yTIkdcduNSeCV03prOoyA4vG0ak=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE5 5ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9yle3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy /Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fdJKNaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yTIkdcduNSeCV03prOoyA4vG0ak=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE5 5ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9yle3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy /Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fdJKNaA==</latexit>
r8
<latexit sha1_base64="BDsEqYmy0p6hc8H2r5ezqIChMJo=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CT lQUyHSkSCUbTSve43+tWaW3fnIKvEK0gNCrT61a/eIGFZzBUySY3pem6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5th1AhyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk 9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXiX9Rv667d5e1ZqNIowwncArn4MEVNOEWWuADgyE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fd5iNag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDsEqYmy0p6hc8H2r5ezqIChMJo=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CT lQUyHSkSCUbTSve43+tWaW3fnIKvEK0gNCrT61a/eIGFZzBUySY3pem6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5th1AhyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk 9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXiX9Rv667d5e1ZqNIowwncArn4MEVNOEWWuADgyE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fd5iNag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDsEqYmy0p6hc8H2r5ezqIChMJo=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/q h69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4lb4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CT lQUyHSkSCUbTSve43+tWaW3fnIKvEK0gNCrT61a/eIGFZzBUySY3pem6KQU41Cib5tNLLDE8pG9Mh71qqaMxNkM9PnZIzqwxIlGhbCslc/T2R09iYSRzazpjiyCx7M/E/r5th1AhyodIMuWKLRVEmCSZk 9jcZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaNOp2BC85ZdXiX9Rv667d5e1ZqNIowwncArn4MEVNOEWWuADgyE8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8fd5iNag==</latexit>
r5
<latexit sha1_base64="i99kC7+n2hFB0Ure8dw3w9sWxPQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE5 5ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9yle3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy /Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fcw+NZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i99kC7+n2hFB0Ure8dw3w9sWxPQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE5 5ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9yle3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy /Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fcw+NZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i99kC7+n2hFB0Ure8dw3w9sWxPQ=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1 aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eKxhbaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg4fTZJpxn2WyES3Q2q4FIr7KFDydqo5jUPJW+HoZuq3nrg2IlEPOE5 5ENOBEpFgFK10r3uXvUrVrbkzkGXiFaQKBZq9yle3n7As5gqZpMZ0PDfFIKcaBZN8Uu5mhqeUjeiAdyxVNOYmyGenTsipVfokSrQthWSm/p7IaWzMOA5tZ0xxaBa9qfif18kwqge5UGmGXLH5oiiTBBMy /Zv0heYM5dgSyrSwtxI2pJoytOmUbQje4svLxD+vXdfcu4tqo16kUYJjOIEz8OAKGnALTfCBwQCe4RXeHOm8OO/Ox7x1xSlmjuAPnM8fcw+NZw==</latexit>
Nota%ons:
-	original	signal
-	transformed	signal
5-pixel	pixel	pa;ern:
p2
<latexit sha1_base64 ="OBGg/PkqZwKbWvcDPvueF+z2ZOU=">AAAB6n icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYL0VvHis YGyhDWWz3bZLdzdhdyKU0L/gxYOKV3+RN/+NSZu Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJbCout+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzyaKPEMO6zSEamG1LLpdDcR4GSd2PDqQol 74TT29zvPHFjRaQfcBbzQNGxFiPBKOZSPGhUBt WaW3cXIOvEK0gNCrQH1a/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDfG IKUGBZN8XuknlseUTemY9zKqqeI2SBe3zslFpgz JKDJZaSQL9fdESpW1MxVmnYrixK56ufif10tw1 AxSoeMEuWbLRaNEEoxI/jgZCsMZyllGKDMiu5Ww CTWUYRZPHoK3+vI68Rv1m7p7f1VrNYs0ynAG53 AJHlxDC+6gDT4wmMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLaWnGLm FP7A+fwBoIKNdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="OBGg/PkqZwKbWvcDPvueF+z2ZOU=">AAAB6n icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYL0VvHis YGyhDWWz3bZLdzdhdyKU0L/gxYOKV3+RN/+NSZu Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJbCout+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzyaKPEMO6zSEamG1LLpdDcR4GSd2PDqQol 74TT29zvPHFjRaQfcBbzQNGxFiPBKOZSPGhUBt WaW3cXIOvEK0gNCrQH1a/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDfG IKUGBZN8XuknlseUTemY9zKqqeI2SBe3zslFpgz JKDJZaSQL9fdESpW1MxVmnYrixK56ufif10tw1 AxSoeMEuWbLRaNEEoxI/jgZCsMZyllGKDMiu5Ww CTWUYRZPHoK3+vI68Rv1m7p7f1VrNYs0ynAG53 AJHlxDC+6gDT4wmMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLaWnGLm FP7A+fwBoIKNdg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="OBGg/PkqZwKbWvcDPvueF+z2ZOU=">AAAB6n icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKYL0VvHis YGyhDWWz3bZLdzdhdyKU0L/gxYOKV3+RN/+NSZu Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MJbCout+O6WNza3tnfJuZW//4 PCoenzyaKPEMO6zSEamG1LLpdDcR4GSd2PDqQol 74TT29zvPHFjRaQfcBbzQNGxFiPBKOZSPGhUBt WaW3cXIOvEK0gNCrQH1a/+MGKJ4hqZpNb2PDfG IKUGBZN8XuknlseUTemY9zKqqeI2SBe3zslFpgz JKDJZaSQL9fdESpW1MxVmnYrixK56ufif10tw1 AxSoeMEuWbLRaNEEoxI/jgZCsMZyllGKDMiu5Ww CTWUYRZPHoK3+vI68Rv1m7p7f1VrNYs0ynAG53 AJHlxDC+6gDT4wmMAzvMKbo5wX5935WLaWnGLm FP7A+fwBoIKNdg==</latexit>
p5
<latexit sha1_base64 ="zJEBNU+RSwcJtDGvRCA2DOzp6jM=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eK xhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjl o64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3 duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41Bg KxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1 J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01N kFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+ iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1 YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2 pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcA Jn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPM HMEfOJ8/cAWNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="zJEBNU+RSwcJtDGvRCA2DOzp6jM=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eK xhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjl o64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3 duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41Bg KxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1 J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01N kFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+ iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1 YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2 pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcA Jn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPM HMEfOJ8/cAWNZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="zJEBNU+RSwcJtDGvRCA2DOzp6jM=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Koko1lvBi8eK xhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjl o64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3 duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41Bg KxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1 J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01N kFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+ iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1 YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2 pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcA Jn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPM HMEfOJ8/cAWNZQ==</latexit>
p4
<latexit sha1_base64 ="ChZRVl2Ac9Z4kAzOKQpuhXGLMf8=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxW NLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1 BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4l b4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdq/7F drbt2dg6wSryA1KNDqV796g4RlMVfIJDWm67kp BjnVKJjk00ovMzylbEyHvGupojE3QT4/dUrOrDI gUaJtKSRz9fdETmNjJnFoO2OKI7PszcT/vG6GU SPIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWw EdWUoU2nYkPwll9eJf5F/bru3l3Wmo0ijTKcwC mcgwdX0IRbaIEPDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeY OYY/cD5/AG6CjWQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="ChZRVl2Ac9Z4kAzOKQpuhXGLMf8=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxW NLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1 BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4l b4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdq/7F drbt2dg6wSryA1KNDqV796g4RlMVfIJDWm67kp BjnVKJjk00ovMzylbEyHvGupojE3QT4/dUrOrDI gUaJtKSRz9fdETmNjJnFoO2OKI7PszcT/vG6GU SPIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWw EdWUoU2nYkPwll9eJf5F/bru3l3Wmo0ijTKcwC mcgwdX0IRbaIEPDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeY OYY/cD5/AG6CjWQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="ChZRVl2Ac9Z4kAzOKQpuhXGLMf8=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxW NLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/jts1 BWx8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t 39QPTx6NEmmGfdZIhPdCanhUijuo0DJO6nmNA4l b4fjm5nffuLaiEQ94CTlQUyHSkSCUbTSfdq/7F drbt2dg6wSryA1KNDqV796g4RlMVfIJDWm67kp BjnVKJjk00ovMzylbEyHvGupojE3QT4/dUrOrDI gUaJtKSRz9fdETmNjJnFoO2OKI7PszcT/vG6GU SPIhUoz5IotFkWZJJiQ2d9kIDRnKCeWUKaFvZWw EdWUoU2nYkPwll9eJf5F/bru3l3Wmo0ijTKcwC mcgwdX0IRbaIEPDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeY OYY/cD5/AG6CjWQ=</latexit>
p6
<latexit sha1_base64 ="5q9lt6xHAN+DLlJy9Ot30WP8QzE=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eK xhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjl o64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3 duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41Bg KxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1 J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01N kFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+ iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1 YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2 pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcA Jn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPM HMEfOJ8/cYiNZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="5q9lt6xHAN+DLlJy9Ot30WP8QzE=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eK xhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjl o64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3 duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41Bg KxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1 J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01N kFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+ iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1 YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2 pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcA Jn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPM HMEfOJ8/cYiNZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64 ="5q9lt6xHAN+DLlJy9Ot30WP8QzE=">AAAB6X icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KomI1lvBi8eK xhbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHlS8+o+8+W/ctjl o64OBx3szzMwLU8G1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7RV3t7Z3 duvHBw+6iRTDH2WiES1Q6pRcIm+4UZgO1VI41Bg KxzdTP3WEyrNE/lgxikGMR1IHnFGjZXu095lr1 J1a+4MZJl4BalCgWav8tXtJyyLURomqNYdz01N kFNlOBM4KXczjSllIzrAjqWSxqiDfHbqhJxapU+ iRNmShszU3xM5jbUex6HtjKkZ6kVvKv7ndTIT1 YOcyzQzKNl8UZQJYhIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2 pIoyY9Mp2xC8xZeXiX9eu665dxfVRr1IowTHcA Jn4MEVNOAWmuADgwE8wyu8OcJ5cd6dj3nrilPM HMEfOJ8/cYiNZg==</latexit>
p8
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Fig. 6. [LEFT] Illustration of a 5-pixel image pattern that the polynomial
filter F operates on, with pi, i ∈ [2, 4, 5, 6, 8] being the respective
pixels intensities. [MIDDLE] The rotation from the original image signal
y (blue rectangles) to the transformed image signal yg (green rectan-
gles), after applying the transformation gγ around pixel p5. The points
ri, i ∈ [2, 4, 6, 8] schematically show how the position of pi change after
applying gγ . [RIGHT] The translation from the original to the transformed
image signal, after applying the transformation gξ by a real number of
pixel intensities ξ.
represented as an image pattern, depicted by Fig. 6. For
simplicity, we prove for the 4-nn graph case, however, the
proof can be easily extended to the case of other regular
graphs. For the sake of simplicity, we denote by pj the
values of y in the nodes of this pattern as follows:
pj =
df
f(aj , bj) = y(vj), ∀vj : j ∈ [2, 4, 5, 6, 8] , (42)
where (aj , bj) are the pixel coordinates of the node vj .
Assuming that f is differentiable (as it is generally done
for natural images) we can express pj using a Taylor ap-
proximation asp2p6p4
p8
 = Ip5 −
 −∂bf(a5, b5)∆b−∂af(a5, b5)∆a∂af(a5 −∆a, b5)∆a
∂bf(a5, b5 −∆b)∆b
+
R2(b2)R2(a6)R2(a4)
R2(b8)
 , (43)
where I = [1, 1, 1, 1]ᵀ : ∂af, ∂bf are the partial derivatives:
∂af(a, b) =
df
∂f(a, b)
∂a
, ∂bf(a, b) =
df
∂f(a, b)
∂b
, (44)
and R2(·) is the remainder term of the Taylor expansion,
which reads:
R2(ak) = o(|ak − a5|2) = o(∆a2) , k ∈ [4, 6] ,
R2(bk) = o(|bk − b5|2) = o(∆b2) , k ∈ [2, 8] . (45)
We further denote the new node values of the rotated
pattern gγ(y), depicted by Fig 6, as follows:
rj =
df
gγ(y)(vj), j ∈ [2, 4, 6, 8]. (46)
We can then approximate the values of rj using bilinear
interpolation [43] as illustrated by Fig. 6. This allows us to
express the values rj of each node of the rotated pattern
based on the points pj of the original pattern, which results
in: r2r4r6
r8
 = Ir5 −A sin γ − B cos γ + o(∆a2) + o(∆b2), (47)
where
A =
 −∂af(a5, b5)∆a−∂bf(a5, b5)∆b∂bf(a5, b5 −∆b)∆b
∂af(a5 −∆a, b5)∆a
 B =
 −∂bf(a5, b5)∆b∂af(a5 −∆a, b5)∆a−∂af(a5, b5)∆a
∂bf(a5, b5 −∆b)∆b
 (48)
Given the introduced notations we can compute the
response of a trivial filter Fˆ1 at the graph node v5 as:
Fˆ1(y)(v5) = −α1
4
Z(v5) , (49)
where Z reflects the smoothness of the image signal y and
reads:
Z(v5) =
[
∂af(a5, b5)− ∂af(a5 −∆a, b5)
∂bf(a5, b5)− ∂bf(a5, b5 −∆b)
]ᵀ [
∆a
∆b
]
+ o(∆a2) + o(∆b2) .
(50)
Similarly, based on Eqs. (47) and (48) we can compute the
response of the same filter Fˆ1 applied to the rotated signal
yg = gγ(y) at the node v5 as:
Fˆ1(yg)(v5) = −α1
4
(sin γ + cos γ)Z(v5) (51)
We can then calculate the difference between the filter
responses presented in Eqs. (49) and (51) as follows:
∆Fˆ1(v5) =
α1
4
(1− sin γ − cos γ)Z(v5). (52)
In order to compute ∆Fˆ1 in a general case (that is for an
arbitrary rotation γ), we can rewrite Z as:
Z(v5) =
[
∂2af(a5, b5)
∂2b f(a5, b5)
]ᵀ [
∆a2
∆b2
]
+ o(∆a2) + o(∆b2), (53)
which for any node v in G has its upper bound Z¯ :
|Z(v)| ≤ Z¯ = max
0≤a,b≤1
∣∣∣∣[∂2af(a, b)∂2b f(a, b)
]∣∣∣∣ᵀ [∆a2∆b2
]
+o(∆a2) +o(∆b2) .
(54)
Based on Eqs. (52) and (54) we obtain the following condi-
tion:
∆Fˆ1(v) ≤ 2−2
∣∣α1(1− sin γ − cos γ)Z¯∣∣ ,∀v ∈ G , (55)
for any trivial polynomial filter F of degree 1 and any image
rotation gγ , which concludes the proof of the base case.
Inductive step: We first denote the polynomial filter
of degree M by FˆM = αMLMy. Then we assume that
Eq. (39) is satisfied for a filter FˆM−1 = αMLM−1y of degree
M − 1 for every node v in graph G, which brings us to the
following inequality:
∆FˆM−1(v) < 2
(M−1)−3 ∣∣αM (1− sin γ − cos γ)Z¯∣∣ , (56)
where ∆FˆM−1 is the difference between the responses of
filter FˆM−1 applied to the original and transformed signals.
For the sake of simplicity we denote the right hand side of
Eq. (56) by γ . Then our goal is to prove that∣∣∆FˆM (v)∣∣ ≤ 2γ , ∀v ∈ G . (57)
To do so, we use the same representation of the filter FˆM ,
as in Eq. (29), which allows us to rewrite ∆FˆM as:
∆FˆM = LFˆM−1(yg)− gγ(LFˆM−1(y)) , (58)
where L is the Laplacian matrix. Further, due to the linearity
of the isometric transformation gγ , we can rewrite ∆FˆM as
∆FˆM = L
(
FˆM−1(yg)− gγ(FˆM−1(y))
)
=
df
L (∆FˆM−1) , (59)
that can be expressed as
∆FˆM (vj) = ∆FˆM−1(vj) +
1
4
∑
i:vi∼vj
∆FˆM−1(vi), ∀vj ∈ G. (60)
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We can then apply triangle inequality to Eq. (60) and write:
∆FˆM (v) ≤ max
v∈G
∆FˆM (v) ≤
≤ max
v∈G
(
∆FˆM−1(v) +
1
4
∑
i:vi∼v
∆FˆM−1(vi)
)
(61)
As every node v has at most 4 neighbors and given Eq. (56):
|∆FˆM−1(v)| ≤ γ ,∀v ∈ G, we can rewrite Eq. (61) as:
∆FˆM (v) ≤ maxv∈G ∆FˆM (v) = γ +
1
4
(4γ) = 2γ . (62)
Based on Eqs. (56) and (62), we can then write the general
condition on ∆FˆM (v) for a trivial polynomial filter of any
degree M , for every node v in G as follows:
∆FˆM (v) ≤ 2M−3
∣∣αM (1− cos γ − sin γ)Z¯∣∣ , (63)
which is identical to Eq. (39). We then obtain Eq. (36) by
simply combining Eq. (63) with Eq. (40), which concludes
the proof of the theorem.
It is worth noting that in the special case of γ being
equal to one of the following values: [0, pi/2, pi, 3pi/2], the
general isometric transformation gγ becomes a graph iso-
metric transformation, which is thoroughly discussed in
Section 5.1. This essentially means that for any signal y the
difference between filter responses is 0. As we can see from
Eq. (36), this is indeed true, as ∆F = 0 independently of Z¯ .
5.2.3 Translation
We now prove the quasi-equivariance of F with respect to
an arbitrary image translation gξ . We start with a simple
observation that any arbitrary translation of an image signal
by a real number of pixels can be decomposed into a
graph isometric one (i.e translation by an integer number
of pixels) and an image translation by ξ that is less than 1
pixel. As illustrated in Section 5.1, polynomial filters F are
equivariant with respect to the graph isometric translation,
therefore, in this section we prove their quasi-equivariance
with respect to translation by ξ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ) pixels.
Similarly to Section 5.2.2, let yg = gξ(y) denote the
translated version of the signal y by ξ ∈ [− 12 , 12 ). Let us
then denote the equivariance gap by
∆F =
df
∣∣F(gξ(y))(v)− g¯ξ(F(y)(v))∣∣ , (64)
where g¯ξ is graph isometric transformation that is the closest
to g. Due to the fact that F is an isotropic filter and as we are
considering rotation γ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ] around vertex vr , where F
is applied], we obtain the following equality g¯ξ
(F(y)(v)) ≡
F(y)(v) and rewrite Eq. (64) as
∆F =
df
∣∣F(gξ(y))(v)−F(y)(v)∣∣ ,∀v. (65)
and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The absolute value of the difference ∆F (v) between
signals F(gξ(y)) and F(y) for any node v defined on the graph
G, satisfies the following inequality:
∆F (v) ≤
(
M∑
k=1
|ak| 2k−3
) ∣∣Z¯ + o(∆a2) + o(∆b2)∣∣ , (66)
where M is the degree of F = ∑Mk=0 αkLky and Z¯ depends on
the third partial derivatives of the image signal y=
df
f(a, b) as
Z¯ = max
0≤a,b≤1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∂3af(a, b)
∂3b f(a, b)
∂a∂
2
b f(a, b)
∂b∂
2
af(a, b)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ᵀ 
∆a3
∆b3
∆b2∆a
∆a2∆b
 (67)
with ∆a,∆b being the distances between the graph nodes in
horizontal and vertical directions of the 2D image, respectively.
Proof of Theorem 3. We follow similar steps as in the proof of
Theorem 2 and show that, for each trivial filter Fˆk = αkLky,
the following relation is valid:
∆Fˆk = 2
k−3 ∣∣αk(Z¯ + o(∆a2) + o(∆b2))∣∣ . (68)
Here ∆Fˆk is the difference between responses of Fˆk =
αkLky applied to the original signal y and the transformed
version yg , and Z¯ is defined in Eq. (67). Then, based on
Eq. (68) and triangle inequality, we can show that Eq. (66)
is valid for any polynomial filter F that can be written as a
sum of trivial filters.
Similarly to Theorem 2, in order to prove Eq. (68), we
use the induction method. Further, we use the fact that any
random translation gξ can be represented as a sum of the
translations in horizontal and vertical directions.
Base case: We need to prove that Eq. (68) is valid for
any filter Fˆ of degree 0 and 1. The proof of the following
equality:
gγ
(
Fˆ0(y)
)
=
df
gγ(α0y) = α0gγ(y) = Fˆ0(gγ(y)), (69)
is identical to the proof of Theorem 2, which validates the
base case for the trivial filter of degree 0. Then we need to
show that Eq. (68) is valid for any trivial filter Fˆ1 of degree
1. To do so, we first compute the response of Fˆ1(y) = α1Ly
at a random vertex v5 ∈ G with the coordinates (a5, b5) (see
Fig. 6 (right)) as:
Fˆ1(y)(v5) = α1
f(a5, b5)− 1
4
∑
i=[2,4,6,8]
f(ai, bi)
 . (70)
We then apply the same Fˆ1 to the transformed signal yg that
is a version of the signal y, shifted horizontally by ξ pixels.
Using a Taylor expansion, we obtain the following:
Fˆ1(yg)(v5) = α1
f(a5, b5)− 1
4
∑
i=[2,4,6,8]
f(ai, bi) + o(∆a
2)
+
+
α1
4

∂af(a5, b5)
∂af(a5 −∆a, b5)
∂af(a5 + ∆a, b5)
∂af(a5, b5 + ∆b)
∂af(a5, b5 −∆b)

ᵀ 
4
−1
−1
−1
−1
∆a .
(71)
Equipped with Eqs. (70) and (71) we compute the difference
between filter responses ∆Fˆ1 at node v5 in G and obtain
∆Fˆ1(v5) =
α1
4

∂af(a5, b5)
∂af(a5 −∆a, b5)
∂af(a5 + ∆a, b5)
∂af(a5, b5 + ∆b)
∂af(a5, b5 −∆b)

ᵀ 
4
−1
−1
−1
−1
∆a+ o(∆a2) . (72)
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After applying matrix multiplication and Taylor expansion,
Eq. (72) boils down to
∆Fˆ1(v5) =
α1
4
[
∂3af(a5, b5)∆a
∂a∂
2
b f(a5, b5)∆a
]ᵀ [
∆a2
∆b2
]
+ o(∆a2) + o(∆b2) ,
(73)
which permits to write the following upper bound for all
nodes v in the graph G:
∆Fˆ1(v) ≤ max
v∈G
∆F (v) = o(∆a
2) + o(∆b2)+
+ max
0≤a,b≤1
∣∣∣∣α14
[
∂3af(a, b)∆a
∂a∂
2
b f(a, b)∆a
]∣∣∣∣ᵀ [∆a2∆b2
]
.
(74)
This concludes the derivation of the upper bound on∣∣∆Fˆ1(v)∣∣ for an arbitrary horizontal translation gξ . We then
perform the exact same steps for the vertical image transla-
tion and obtain:
∆Fˆ1(v) ≤ max
v∈G
∆F (v) = o(∆a
2) + o(∆b2)+
+ max
0≤a,b≤1
∣∣∣∣α14
[
∂3b f(a, b)∆b
∂b∂
2
af(a, b)∆b
]∣∣∣∣ᵀ [∆b2∆a2
]
.
(75)
Finally, for an arbitrary image translation we add
Eqs. (74) and (75) and obtain Eq. (68), which proves the base
case of the theorem.
Inductive step: To prove the inductive step of the theo-
rem we need to show that for any filter FˆM of degree M
and every node v in G the following holds:
∆FˆM (v) ≤ 2ξ , (76)
under the assumption that for a filter FˆM−1 = αMLM−1y
of degree M − 1, the following is valid:
∆FˆM−1(v) ≤ ξ, ξ = 2k−3
∣∣αM (Z¯ + o(∆a2) + o(∆b2))∣∣ . (77)
The proof of this fact is identical to the inductive step of the
Theorem 2, which concludes the proof of this theorem.
As we can see from Theorem 3 polynomial filter quasi-
equivariant to arbitrary image translation. Further, Eqs. (74)
and (75) show that the equivariance gap depends on the
image properties, such as the maximum value of the third
derivative of the input signal y, which is directly related to
the smoothness of y.
5.2.4 Discussion
The Theorems 2 and 3 permit to obtain the following result.
Lemma 1. For a high resolution image signals y and yg (i.e., the
distances between graph nodes ∆a,∆b are small) the difference
between the responses of the polynomial filters ∆F , defined in
Eqs. (36) and (66) is smaller than (or equal to) the difference of
the responses of the same filter F , applied to the lower resolution
versions of the same images y and yg .
The proof of this naturally follows from the Theorems 2
and 3. Based on these theorems, we can derive a formal con-
dition on the resolution of the image signal y that guarantees
that the response of any polynomial filter F of a given
degree is quasi-equivariant to random image rotations.
Lemma 2. For a polynomial filter F of a given degree there
exist positive values ∆a and ∆b, which define the resolution of
an image signal y = f(a, b), such that the equivariance gap
∆F between F(y) and its rotated version F(yg) is lower then
a predefined constant def.
Proof of Lemma 2. Our goal is to derive an upper bound on
the values of ∆a and ∆b such that ∆F is lower then a
predefined constant def > 0. The values ∆a and ∆b are
directly related to the resolution of the image y as they
define the distance between the neighboring nodes of the
graphG, which is small for high resolution images and large
for the low resolution ones. Here we show the derivation of
the upper bounds on ∆a and ∆b for a polynomial filter F
of degree 1. Similar proof can be done for the polynomial
filters of any arbitrary degree.
Let us introduce the following notations:
a =
df
(
∂2af(a5, b5)∆a
2 + o(∆a2)
)
(1− sin γ − cos γ),
b =
df
(
∂2b f(a5, b5)∆b
2 + o(∆b2)
)
(1− sin γ − cos γ). (78)
Based on Eqs. (52) and (37) we can represent the equivari-
ance gap ∆F as
∆F =
df
|a + b| ≤ |a|+ |b| ≤ def
2
+
def
2
= def . (79)
Then, we can express the bounds on the distances between
the adjacent grid nodes in horizontal and vertical directions
as
∆a ≤
√
def
2
|(∂2af + o(1)) (1− sin γ − cos γ)|−1 ,
∆b ≤
√
def
2
|(∂2b f + o(1)) (1− sin γ − cos γ)|−1 .
(80)
Therefore, for the image resolution defined by ∆a, ∆b
from Eq. (80) the equivariance gap ∆F is lower or equal
than def.
To sum up, we have shown that our polynomial fil-
ters are quasi-equivariant to random image rotations and
translations. Additionally, as shown in Section 5.1 our poly-
nomial filter F is equivariant to reflection transformation,
which is an even stronger property than quasi-equivariance.
This, altogether, proves that our polynomial filters are quasi-
equivariant to any isometric transformation as the latter can
be represented as the combination of rotation, translation
and reflection.
6 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we analyze the results and compare our net-
work to the state-of-the-art transformation-invariant clas-
sification algorithms. We first describe the experimental
settings. We then analyze our architecture and the influence
of the different design parameters. Further, we show that
equivariance gap ∆F is lower for higher resolution images
which confirms our theoretical results. Finally we compare
our network to the state-of-the-art transformation-invariant
classification algorithms.
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Method Architecture
Experiments on MNIST-012
ConvNet [3] C[3]-P[2]-C[6]-P[2]-FC[50]-FC[30]-FC[10]
STN [4] C[3]-ST[6]-C[6]-ST[6]-FC[50]-FC[30]-FC[10]
TIGraNet SC[3, 3]-DP[300]-SC[6, 3]-DP[100]-S[10]-FC[50]-FC[30]-FC[10]
Other experiments
ConvNet [3] C[10]-P[2]-C[20]-P[2]-FC[500]-FC[300]-FC[100]
STN [4] C[10]-ST[6]-C[20]-ST[6]-FC[500]-FC[300]-FC[100]
DeepScat [16] W[2, 5]-PCA[20]
HarmNet [18] HRC[1, 10]-HCN[10]-HRC[10, 10]-HRC[10, 20]-HCN[20]-HRC[20, 20]
TIGraNet SC[10, 4]-DP[600]-SC[20, 4]-DP[300]-S[12]-FC[500]-FC[300]-FC[100]
TABLE 1
Architectures used for the experiments.
6.1 Experimental settings
The initialization of the system may have some influence
on the actual values of the parameters after training. We
have chosen to initialize the parameters αli,m (Eq. 10) of
our spectral convolutional filters so that the different filters
uniformly cover the full spectral domain. We first create a
set of Z overlapping rectangular functions z(µ, ai, bi)
z(µ, ai, bi) =
{
1 if ai < µ < bi,
0 otherwise.
(81)
The non-zero regions for all functions have the same
size, and the set of functions covers the full spectrum of the
normalized laplacian L, i.e., [0, 2]. We finally approximate
each of these rectangular functions by a M -order polyno-
mial, which produces a set of initial coefficients αli,m that
are used to define the initial version of the spectral filter F li .
Then, the initial values of the parameters β in the spectral
convolutional layer are distributed uniformly in [0, 1] and
those of the parameters in the fully-connected layers are
selected uniformly in [−1, 1].
We run experiments with different numbers of lay-
ers and parameters. For each architecture, the network is
trained using back-propagation with Adam [39] optimiza-
tion. The exact formulas of the partial derivatives are pro-
vided in the supplementary material.
Our architecture has been trained and tested on different
datasets, namely:
• MNIST-012. This is a small subset of the MNIST dataset
[44]. It includes 500 training, 100 validation and 100
test images selected randomly from the MNIST images
with labels ‘0’, ‘1’ and ‘2’. This small dataset permits
studying the behavior of our network in detail and
to analyze the influence of each of the layers on the
performance.
• Rotated and translated MNIST. To test the invariance
to rotation and translation of the objects in an image
we create MNIST-rot and MNIST-trans datasets respec-
tively. Both of these datasets contain 50k training, 3k
validation and ∼9k test images. We use all MNIST
digits [44] except ‘9’ as it is rotated version resembles
‘6’. In order to be able to apply transformation to the
digits, we resize the MNIST-rot to the size 26 × 26 and
MNIST-trans to the 34×34. The training and validation
data of these datasets contain images of digits without
Fig. 7. Sample images from ETH-80 dataset.
any transformation. However, the testing set of MNIST-
rot contains randomly rotated digits by angles in range
[0◦, 360◦], while the testing set of MNIST-trans com-
prises randomly translated MNIST examples up to ±6
pixels in both vertical and horizontal directions.
• ETH-80. This dataset [45] contains images of 80 objects
that belong to 8 classes. Each object is represented by
41 images captured from different viewpoints located
on a hemisphere (see Fig. 7). The dataset shows a real
life example where isometric transformation invariant
features are useful for the object classification. We resize
the images to [50 × 50] and randomly select 2300 and
300 of them as the training and validation sets and we
use the rest of the images for testing.
For all these datasets, we define G as a grid graph where
each node corresponds to a pixel location and is connected
with 8 its nearest neighbors with a weight that is equal to
1. The pixel luminance values finally define the signal y on
the graph G for each image.
6.2 TIGraNet Analysis
We analyze the performance of our new architecture on the
MNIST-012 dataset. We first give some examples of feature
maps that are produced by our network. We then illustrate
the spectral kernels learned by our system, and discuss the
influence of dynamic pooling operator.
We first confirm the transformation invariant properties
of our architecture. Even though our classifier is trained on
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Fig. 8. Feature maps from the second spectral convolutional layer for
test images that are rotated versions of an image of the digit ‘2’. The
predicted label for each of the images is further shown in the right bottom
corner of each image.
images without any transformations, it is able to correctly
classify rotated images in the test set, since our spectral
convolutional layer learns filters that are equivariant to
isometric transformations. We illustrate this in Fig. 8, which
depicts several examples of feature maps y2i from the second
spectral convolutional layer for randomly rotated input dig-
its in the test set. Each row of Fig. 8 corresponds to images
of a different digit, and we see that the corresponding
feature maps are very close to each other (up to the image
rotation) even when the rotation angle is quite large. This
confirms that our architecture is able to learn features that
are preserved with rotation, even if the training has been
performed on non-transformed images. Despite important
similarities in feature maps of rotated digits, one may how-
ever observe some slightly different values for the intensity.
This can be explained by the fact that rotated versions of the
input images may differ a bit from the original images due
to interpolation artifacts.
Fig. 9 then shows the spectral representation of the ker-
nels learned for the first two spectral convolutional layers
of our network. As expected, the network learns filters that
are quite different from each other in the spectral domain
but that altogether cover the full spectrum. They permit
to efficiently combine information in the different bands of
frequency in the spectral representation of the input signal.
Generally, the filters in the upper spectral convolutional
layers are more diverse and represent more complicated
features than those for the lower ones.
Further, we look at the influence of the new dynamic
pooling layers in our architecture. Recall that dynamic
pooling is used to reduce the network complexity and to
focus on the representative parts of the input signal. Fig. 10
depicts the intermediate feature maps of the network for
a) b)
Fig. 9. Sample trained filters in the spectral domain for (a) first and (b)
second convolutional layers. Different colors represent different filters on
each of the layers.
Fig. 10. Feature maps after pooling Each row shows different digits. The
left most column depicts the original images, while the other columns
show the features maps after dynamic pooling at the first, second and
third layers respectively. The degree of the polynomial filters has been
set to M = 3 for each layer in this experiment.
sample test images. We can see that after each pooling
operation the signal is getting more and more sparse, while
structure of the data that is important for discriminating
images in different classes is preserved. That shows that our
dynamic pooling operator is able to retain the important
information in the feature maps constructed by the spectral
convolutional layers.
6.3 Influence of the image resolution on the quasi-
equivariance
As we show in Section 5.2.4 the difference between filter
responses of the polynomial filters ∆F , defined in Eqs. (36)
and (66) depends on the resolution of the image ∆a,∆b.
To verify our theoretical result we run the following experi-
ment.
We down-sample 400 high resolution images from [46]
using bicubic interpolation with several down-sampling
factors t ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Thus, we obtain a set of images
yt, t ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} with different resolutions.
For each of these images, we apply isometric transfor-
mation T (yt) and filters Fi, i = 1, ..., 20 of degree 4, with
random coefficients αi,m ∈ [−1, 1]. Then, we calculate the
following differences
E[∆F ](t) =
1
20
20∑
i=1
T −1(Fi(T (yt)))−Fi(yt), (82)
where T −1 is inverse transformation. In our experiments we
apply the following transformations:
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Fig. 11. Influence of the image resolution on the quasi-equivariance
property. The x-axis illustrates the change in the image resolution that
is defined by the down-sampling factor t of the original image. The y-
axis shows the mean equivariance gap E[∆F ](t) computed across a
set of images with different transformations. The green and orange lines
correspond to the set of image translations and rotations respectively.
(best seen in color)
• rotation by pi/18, pi/9, pi/6, pi/4;
• translation by (0.1, 0.1), (0.2, 0.2), (0.3, 0.3), (0.4, 0.4)
pixels;
and evaluate the mean equivariance gap E[∆F ](t) across
various transformations and images. Fig. 11 shows that
E[∆F ](t) is growing with the increase of the down-sampling
factor t, or equivalently the decrease in resolution of the
images. Also, we can see that translation gives smaller
values of E[∆F ](t),∀t rather than rotation transformation,
which confirms our results from Theorem 2 and 3, where it
was shown that the upper bound on the equivariance gap
depends on the maximum value of the second and third
derivatives of the image signal y for rotation and translation
transformations respectively.
6.4 Performance evaluation
Here, we compare TIGraNet to state-of-the art algorithms
for transformation-invariant image classification tasks, i.e.,
ConvNet [3], Spatial Transformer Network (STN) [4], Deep
Scattering (DeepScat) [16] and Harmonic Networks (Harm-
Net) [18]. Briefly, ConvNet is a classical convolutional deep
network that is invariant to small image translations. STN
compensates for image transformations by learning the
affine transformation matrix. Further, DeepScat uses filters
based on rich wavelet representation to achieve transforma-
tion invariance; however, it does not contain any parameters
for the convolutional layers. Finally, HarmNet trains com-
plex valued filters that are equivariant to signal rotations.
For the sake of fairness in our comparisons, we use versions
of these architectures that have roughly the same number of
parameters, which means that each of the approaches learns
features with a comparable complexity. For the DeepScat
we use the default architecture. For HarmNet we preserve
the default network structure, keeping the same number
of complex harmonic filters, as the number of spectral
convolutional filters that we have in TIGraNet.
We first compare the performance of our algorithm to
the ones of ConvNet and STN for the small digit dataset
MNIST-012. The specific architectures used in this exper-
iments are given in Table 1, where we use the following
notations to describe it: C[X1], P[X2], FC[X3] correspond
Training set Validation set Rotated test set
Training set with data augmentation
ConvNet 99 94 78± 2.1
STN 100 97 93± 0.97
Training set without data augmentation
ConvNet 100 100 55± 5
STN 100 98 50± 5
TIGraNet 98 97 94 ± 0.42
TABLE 2
Classification accuracy of ConvNet, STN and TIGraNet on MNIST-012.
The methods are trained without and with transformed images. We
average the performance of all the methods across 10 runs with
different transformations of the test data.
MNIST-rot MNIST-trans
ConvNet 44.3 43.5
STN 44.5 67.1
TIGraNet 83.8 79.6
TABLE 3
Evaluation of the accuracy of the ConvNet, STN and TIGraNet on the
MNIST-rot and MNIST-trans datasets. All the methods are trained on
sets without transformed images.
to the convolutional, pooling and fully-connected layers
respectively, with X1 being the number of 3× 3 filters, X2 –
the size of the max-pooling area andX3 – the number of hid-
den units. ST[X4] denotes the spatial transform layer with
X4 affine transformation parameters. W[O, J ] and PCA[X5]
denote the parameters of DeepScat network with wavelet-
based filters of order O and maximum scales J , with dimen-
sion of the affine PCA classifier X5. HRC[X6, X7] depicts
the harmonic cross-correlation filter operating on the X7
neighborhood with X6 feature maps. HCN[X8] is the com-
plex nonlinearity layer of HarmNet with X8 parameters.
Finally, SC[Kl, M ] is a spectral convolutional layer with
Kl filters of degree M , DP[Jl] is a dynamic pooling that
retains Jl most important values. Lastly, S[Kmax] is a sta-
tistical layer with Kmax the maximum order of Chebyshev
polynomials.
The results of this first experiment are presented in
Table. 2. We can see that, if we train the methods on the
dataset that does not contain rotated images, and test on the
rotated images of digits, our approach achieves a significant
increase in performance (i.e., 86%), due to its inherent
transformation invariant characteristics. We further run ex-
periments where a simple augmentation of the training set
is implemented with randomly rotated images. This permits
increasing the performance of all algorithms, as expected,
possibly at the price of more complex training. Still, due
to the rotation invariant nature of its features, TIGraNet
is able to achieve higher classification accuracy than all its
competitors.
We then run experiments on the MNIST-rot and MNIST-
trans datasets. Note that both of them do not contain any
isometric transformation in training and validation sets, but
the test set contains transformed images. For all the methods
we have used the architectures defined in Table 1. Table 3
shows that our algorithm significantly outperforms the com-
petitor methods on both datasets due to its transformation
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Accuracy (%)
STN [4] 45.1
ConvNet [3] 80.1
DeepScat [16] 87.3
HarmNet [18] 94.0
TIGraNet 95.1
TABLE 4
Performance evaluation for ConvNet, STN, DeepScat, HarmNet and
TIGraNet on classification of images from the ETH-80 dataset.
invariant features.
To further analyze the performance of our network we
illustrate several sample feature maps for the different filters
of the first two spectral convolutional layers of TIGraNet in
Fig. 12, for the MNIST-rot and MNIST-trans datasets. We
can see a few examples of misclassification of our network;
for example, the algorithm predicts label ‘5’ for the digit
‘6’. This mostly happens due to the border artifacts; if the
digit is shifted too close to the border due to an isometric
transformation, then the neighborhood of some nodes may
change. This problem can be solved by increasing the image
borders or applying filters only to the central pixel locations.
Further, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm
in more realistic settings where the objective is to classify
images of objects that are captured from different view-
points. This task requires having a classifier that is invariant
to isometric transformations of the input signal. We run
experiments on the ETH-80 dataset and compare the classifi-
cation performance of TIGraNet to those of ConvNet, STN,
DeepScat and HarmNet. The architectures of the different
methods are described in Table 1.
Table 4 shows the classification results in this experi-
ment. We can see that our approach outperforms the state-
of-the-art methods due to its transformation invariant fea-
tures. The closest performance is achieved by Harmonic
Networks, since this architecture also learns equivariant
features. It is important to note that the ETH-80 dataset
contains less training examples than other publicly available
datasets that are commonly used for the training of deep
neural networks. This likely results in decrease of accuracy
for methods such as ConvNets and STN. On the contrary,
our method is able to achieve good accuracy even with small
amounts of training data, due to its inherent invariance to
isometric transformations.
Finally, we run an additional experiment to show the
influence of the amount of training data augmentation on
the performance of our method. In this experiment we
construct several training datasets Di based on the training
MNIST-rot images. To build each of these datasets Di we
randomly rotate its test images on one of KDi predefined
angles. For example, KDi = 4 means that training images
are randomly rotated by 0, pi/2, pi, 3pi/2 degrees. The Fig. 13
shows the performance of different methods on the test
dataset containing MNIST-rot images rotated on random
angle with respect to the numberKDi . As we can notice, our
method trained on the dataset without any transformation
outperforms the convolutional network even if it contains
examples of many different rotations in the training data.
However, the Spatial Transformer Network outperforms
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Fig. 12. Network feature maps visualization. Each row shows the
feature maps of different digits after the first and the second spec-
tral convolutional layers. The misclassified images are marked by red
bounding boxes. (best seen in color)
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Fig. 13. Performance of the different approaches depending on the
number of random rotations in the training set. Red line corresponds
to our method which is trained on the data without any augmentation.
our method on the dataset with KDi > 4. It happens
because our network is inherently equivariant to graph
isometric transformations that preserve graph structure (see
Section 5). Rotations on 45 degrees, however, introduces in-
terpolation artifacts. Therefore, to be complete we also train
our method on Di, which allows our method to overcome
these issues and again outperform other methods.
Overall, all the above experiments confirm the benefit
of our transformation invariant classification architecture,
which learns features that are invariant to transformation
by construction. Classification performance improves with
these features, such that the algorithm is able to reach
sustained performance even if the training set is relatively
small, or does not contain similar transformed images as in
the test set. These are very important advantages in practice.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a new transformation invariant
classification architecture, which combines the power of
deep networks and graph signal processing, which allows
developing filters that are equivariant to translation and
rotation. A novel statistical layer further renders our full
network invariant to the isometric transformations. This
permits outperforming state-of-the-art algorithms on var-
ious illustrative benchmarks. Our new method is able to
correctly classify rotated and translated images even if such
transformed images do not appear in the training set. This
confirms its high potential in practical settings where the
training sets are limited but where the data is expected to
present high variability.
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